Mobile 1000™
High Density
Storage

Mobile 1000 - High Density Storage That’s Built
to Move and Last
More room, less space. Let’s roll.
A Mobile 1000™ high-density storage solution is something of an
engineering marvel! It eliminates wasted aisle space and triples storage
capacity of conventional filing cabinets. In fact, the system’s mobile ranges
can save up to 50% of valuable real estate. Simply roll mobile ranges along a
track to access contents.
Mobile 1000 can be equipped with shelves, drawers, cabinets, and
more options from Safco®. Best of all, Mobile 1000 is modular and
reconfigurable making it easy to expand and relocate. It all adds up to
better space efficiency, easier item location and retrieval, increased storage
flexibility, and the ability to adapt to future expansion and reconfiguration
needs.

Mobile 1000™
High Density
Storage

Mobile 1000
The possibilities are
virtually endless
1. Choose hardworking and
accommodating shelving
options.

Select traditional steel, heavy-duty, or wire
shelving to accommodate specific storage
requirements.

2. Easy-to-move.

The three-spoke handle easily moves
10,000 pounds of shelving and media with
just one pound of effort. Multiple ranges
can be moved simultaneously increasing
filing and retrieval time and efficiencies.

3. Easy to add on and relocate.
SLATWALL

The unique groutless and modular track
design features interlocking steel track
complete with levelers. It can be installed
around obstructions, atop raised floors,
and on floors above ground level. The rear
track flush-mount option positions the
system close to walls, further optimizing
the system’s footprint.

4. Customize system for tailored
efficiencies.

WIRE SHELVING

Rollout drawers are available in three
heights and four widths, and mix and
match drawer sizes to create limitless
storage applications. Or make Mobile
1000 even more flexible with slatwall and
specialized accessories.

safe
A red safety occupancy indicator on the
handle alerts users when an aisle is in use. A
green indicator means the unit is safe to rotate
handles and move ranges. Plus, Mobile 1000
features an in-track, anti-tip mechanism.

sturdy
With all-steel construction, modular carriages
support up to 8,000 pounds per carriage. Full
height and width end panels are also steel.

versatile
A wide variety of storage options provide
secure environments. Typical applications can
include storage for archival objects, criminal
evidence and law enforcement equipment,
medical and pharmaceutical supplies, athletic
storage, library or bulk storage requirements.

space planning
Safco® offers free, expert high-density storage
design services. We recommend the best
solutions, develop drawings for floor plans,
and provide a list of all the materials needed to
create an effective storage solution.

Choose from our standard paint
colors or enhance aesthetics with
magnetic decorative enhancement for
end and back panels.

5. Explore the other options
available.

ROLLOUT DRAWERS

Select either the standard or incline ADA
ramp entry option. To enhance security,
adding floor locks or Security Shades are
an option to consider.
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